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Underappreciated Investment Books for ValueX 

At InvestingByTheBooks we believe that 

higher investment skill lead to higher long-term 

investment profits and that reflection – learning-

by-thinking – can facilitate this. This is what 

financial literature brings, successful 

practitioners’ reflections on their hard earned 

experience. We are thrilled that ValueX will 

devote time to discuss investment literature. We 

have in fact already posted a list of what we 

think are the 50 best investment books ever. 

However, for a group of experienced investors 

as those attending ValueX it would make no 

sense to recommend books by Philip Fisher or 

Benjamin Graham. Instead we have listed a 

number of books that we think are 

underappreciated and that too few investors 

have read. We hope you will have a pleasant and 

productive conference. 

The Art of Speculation  – Philip L. Carret 

(1930) 

As far as fundamental security analysis go, what 

was Before Graham (B.G.)? We would dare to 

venture that despite the misleading title, this 

book – written in year 4 B.G. – was a definite 

influencer to Security Analysis. It is clearly a lighter 

version, but the observations and the “twelve 

commandments” are timeless. To add cherry to 

the cake, Mr. Carret wrote most parts of the 

book at the tender age of 30, showing wisdom 

and coolness well beyond his years considering 

the raging, addictive bull market intoxicating 

people around him at the time. But the best part, 

of course, is the subsequent track record of Phil 

Carret The Investor in steering the Pioneer Fund 

from 1928 to 1983, described by Warren Buffett 

as “the best long term investment record of 

anyone [emphasis added] I know”.  

Good Strategy/Bad Strategy – Richard P. 

Rumelt (2011) 

For those of you who believe in the axiom 

“being a good business man aids my investing 

abilities and vice versa”, this book is a true must-

read. Good Strategy/Bad Strategy is written with the 

sole purpose of trying to convey a life´s work of 

core beliefs to the next generation, where 

publishing deadlines and marketability have been 

kept on a short leash. Compared with the more 

widely acclaimed Competition Demystified, this 

book has more of a bottom-up approach. Often 

we see the “too academic” card being thrown up 

when it comes to the importance of strategy, 

which we believe says more about the executive 

in question than the validity of the topic. To us, 

the best metaphor for strategy is how a medical 

doctor operates when meeting a new patient. He 

or she would certainly not skip the third step of 

“The Action Point”, i.e. prescribing medicine. 

Another highlight of this wonderful book is the 

much-needed discussion on sustainable 

competitive advantage, subtitled “Why you cannot 

get richer by simply owning a competitive advantage”. 

Behavioural Trading – Woody Dorsey (2003) 

There are plenty of books on behavioural 

finance that have a rather academic approach. 

This book offers the opposite viewpoint. Yes, it 

contains the mandatory laundry list of biases, but 

fairly quickly it proceeds to give practical 

suggestions regarding market sentiment and the 

overconfidence of investors. The life cycle of an 

investment story, the decoding of the mood in 

financial media etc. might be seen as too short-

term issues for a value investor. But as the 

perennial trouble of value investors is that they 

buy too early, it might be worth keeping an eye 

on the fever curve of Mr. Market.  

Investment Leadership – Jim Ware (2004) 

It’s too easy to either focus on the investment 

titans – those geniuses that through innate skill 

or superior investment philosophies outperform 

us mortals. This book covers another angle of 

the investment business. If an investor or a 

group of investors are to be successful then the 

environment that they work in cannot be 

underestimated. Investment Leadership, together 
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with Jim Ware’s two other books, gives an 

unequalled insight into which cultural and 

organizational elements that lead to success for 

an asset management firm. This is a book you 

should have read as it points to other and less 

explored ways of generating alpha. 

The Money Game – Adam Smith (1976) 

This far down in our list, we want to end on a 

somewhat lighter note, a companion for the late 

evening read next to the fireplace with an 

eggnog in hand, snowy white mountains in the 

background. Long before the term “behavioural 

finance” there was someone writing about the 

significance of identity. Long before the witty 

Buffett-isms, someone wrote those same words 

as part of his “Irregular Rules”. And long before 

Michael Lewis carved out his own position as 

the Wall Street storyteller du jour, someone else 

did so with similar eloquent finesse. Today, a 

year has passed since George J.W. Goodman 

died on January 3, 2014 - or, as the financial 

after-world knew him, Adam Smith. The book 

flirts with the Jesse Livermore crowd – people 

who view the markets as a top-down organism. 

But it has also proved to be a treasure trove for 

Grahamites in pointing out the opportunities 

that abound for people with a bottom-up 

mentality. But above all, it is about image, reality, 

identity, anxiety and money in that order. “If you 

don’t know who you are, this is an expensive place to find 

out”. 

 

With hope of becoming that book-with-legs-sticking-out, 

InvestingByTheBooks, February 4, 2015 
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